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About The Guide 
What it is: 

This report is produced for each and every UFC Fight Night and Pay-Per-View, as informational 
and advisory material for the betting public. In this guide is analysis, statistics, picks and wagering 
strategies for each of  the fights you see pictured on the next page. Each bout analysis features 
everything from storylines going into the fight, recent results, previous fights and fighter history, 
breakdowns of  each fighters’ style and much more. The guide also features picks for plenty of  
fights on each card, outside of  the ones extensively reported on within the guide. 

How to use it: 

However you want to. While we make unit recommendations for our wagers, you are not 
necessarily meant to take every single bet we recommend at the recommended amount. The unit 
amounts presented in the report are recommendations based on confidence level in the pick. It is 
each gambler’s own responsibility to play responsibly and know his or her own limits. 

Types of  Picks: 

High Confidence Pick: This is our most successful play this year, at 24-5 (80%) so far in 2020. Most 
of  the fights which we choose to write about will feature a High Confidence Pick, but not always. 
Each card we pick will feature at least one, but usually not more than three High Confidence 
Picks. This pick is exactly what it sounds like, we are very confident in it. 

Confident Pick: This is our second-most successful play (by percentage) this year, cashing at just 
under 68% so far in 2020. The Confident Pick is usually a side or result that accompanies a High 
Confidence Play based on the distance of  the fight. Other times, it’s the most confident play we 
have for a fight we don’t feel comfortable assigning a High Confidence pick to. We recommend 
hedging Confident Picks, but feel free to feel confident in them. Think of  these picks as our way 
of  saying “we’re about 75% sure that this is going to happen.” 

Value Play: The value play is not an overwhelmingly successful play by percentage, but it is 
extremely profitable. The reason this pick doesn’t hit at a high percentage is because it isn’t 
meant to. These are picks “to keep an eye on,” because they present a lot of  value and we think 
they have a legitimate chance. This pick is NOT meant for heavy units, unless you’re feeling very 
lucky and have some room to work. 

Hedge Play: This is a minimum unit bet meant to hedge your risk against the unexpected. If  
you’ve watched mixed martial arts for as long as we have, you know that crazy and unanticipated 
results happen all the time. The hedge play is a recommendation made so that, if  that situation 
occurs, your account lives to recover on the next fight. 
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Fights Covered



Crute vs. Bukauskas 

Light Heavyweight Bout 

This is an exciting matchup between two up-and-
coming light heavyweights, each relative UFC 
newcomers with eleven career wins. Crute had a 
bounce-back win in February, with a round one 
Kimura submission of  Michael Oleksiejczuk. His prior 
fight was the only loss of  his career, by Peruvian necktie 
in round one to Misha Cirkunov. Crute has finished 
eight of  his eleven wins, evenly split between 
submissions and knockouts. Bukauskas comes in 
following his UFC debut, in which he forced a stoppage 
between rounds against Andreas Michailidis. He has 
ten finishes of  his eleven wins, with nine knockouts and 
two submissions. The Baltic Gladiator is now riding a 
seven-fight win streak,  he’s finished all seven, and five 
of  those finishes were in the first round. Bukauskas is a 
long and quick striker with great footwork and pace. 
He’ll enjoy a four-inch reach advantage in this fight. 
He’s patient and attacks in bursts, fighting behind his jab 
and his low kicks. He uses two and three-strike combinations inside, punctuated with his right 
hook, then looks to get back out to his kicking range. He has scary head kicks and some creative 
spinning kicks. His takedown defense isn’t great but he has finished his last three fights by striking 
his opponents in the sides of  their heads while they shoot in for double legs. When he has found 
himself  on his back, he has struggled to get back to his feet and has given up his neck a 
concerning amount of  times. He isn’t going to survive for long if  he allows Jimmy Crute to do 

that. He’s a jiu jitsu black belt under Jean-
Jacques Machado with excellent single leg 
takedowns, great control skills and mean 
ground and pound. He’s very strong and 
routinely has no problem executing slam 
takedowns. He attacks on the ground 
transitioning from arm triangles to kimuras, 
and one of  those submissions is likely what 
finishes this fight. On his feet, Crute is a 
positional-pressure striker looking to back his 
opponents up. He throws a lot of  kicks, both 
high and low. He does work his jabs and 
straights but he usually looks to throw one 
punch and get out of  the pocket. He has 
shown one-shot knockout power with his 
right hook. He generally looks to stay on the 
outside until he has an opportunity to shoot 
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in for a takedown, but he has no problem 
standing and swinging. He likely won’t have to 
in this fight, but if  the fight stays standing he’ll 
likely still have the advantage, backing 
Bukauskas down and counter-punching. That 
being said, this is a dangerous fight to pick. 
Crute should be able to get Bukauskas to the 
canvas, control him there, and work for a 
submission, but, in almost all of  Bukauskas’ 
career wins, he’s been taken down and 
dominated before finding the knockout. The 
under seems like an obvious bet, but both of  
these fighters are patient on their feet and it 
wouldn’t be a surprise to see this surpass the 
7:30 mark. There’s nothing here we really love, 
so we’ve recommended a low-unit Confident 
Play, and some interested value plays, but don’t 
touch this one if  you don’t have room to 
work with. 
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(1) Chookagian vs. (2) Andrade 

Women’s Flyweight Co-Main Event 

Both of  these women are exciting fighters to watch, and this 
bout shouldn’t be one to disappoint. Katlyn Chookagian 
comes in following her bounce-back win by decision over 
Antonina Schevchenko in May. Chookagian is looking to earn 
a rematch with the other Schevchenko sister, Flyweight 
champion Valentina. Jessica Andrade will be competing in the 
18th fight of  her UFC career, but she’ll be making her 
flyweight debut this Saturday. Andrade started her career as a 
bantamweight, but went down to strawweight in 2016. She 
held the women’s strawweight title after defeating Rose 
Namajunas by slam knockout, but lost her first defense to still 
champion Zheng Weili. Namajunas got her revenge on 
Andrade in July by split decision, and Andrade is looking to 
finish 2020 in the win column and set herself  up for a 
women’s flyweight title shot next year. Andrade is a shifty 
Muay Thai kickboxer who looks to work inside and trade 
hooks and uppercuts. She thrives in car crashes, and 
positionally pushes her opponents to the cage to make it 
happen. She does have strong wrestling skills but she would be wise to stay off  the canvas against 
Chookagian, a brown belt in Jiu Jitsu under Renzo Gracie with John Danaher in her corner. 
She’ll likely look to neutralize Andrade’s striking onslaught by clinching and working for 
takedowns. She has excellent control skills on top and lands strikes in the process of  hunting for 
chokes. She’s comfortable fighting on her feet as well, a karate practitioner of  almost thirty years. 
She’ll have a six-inch reach advantage in this fight, and will likely look to keep Andrade away 
with her jab, if  her grappling isn’t working. She’s an intelligent striker and very effective defensive 

kickboxer. She utilizes a variety of  
combinations and evenly attacks all areas of  
the body. She’s very good at utilizing her 
reach advantage, and throws at a high volume 
but succeeds as a counter-striker. If  this fight 
does stay standing, Chookagian will not have 
the advantage for the full fifteen minutes. But 
she will have the advantage for long enough 
to control the fight, get Andrade to press, and 
drop for level changes. While Andrade is 
dangerous, Chookagian is the more mature 
and well-rounded mixed martial artist. She’s 
one of  the best in this division at keeping 
fights in her range, mixing up her strikes and 
mixing in her grappling. She’s a chameleon 
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who can design a gameplay to beat anyone in 
the division, and Andrade might not be 
getting the fast track to Valentina 
Schevchenko that she thought she might. 
We’re confident in the Chookagian 
moneyline, she’s one of  our favorite 
underdogs of  the night, and we think it’ll 
happen by decision. 
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(2) Ortega vs. (4) Korean Zombie 

Featherweight Main Event 

Brian Ortega is fighting for the first time in almost two years, 
his last fight being a brutal four-round affair which ended by 
doctor stoppage. Entering that fight, Ortega was 6-0 in the 
UFC with six finishes, three knockouts and three submissions. 
He’s looking to pick up where he left off  and position himself  
for either a rematch with Holloway, or a shot at Alexander 
Volkanovski’s featherweight title. He’ll have a tough path 
there, facing off  with The Korean Zombie Chan Sung Jung, 
who had a stellar year in 2019, going 2-0 with round-one 
knockouts of  Frankie Edgar and  Renato Moicano. Neither of  
these guys has really been among the roster’s more active 
fighters, Ortega’s hiatuses have been well noted, and Zombie 
has only competed in the octagon eight times, despite having 
been on the roster since 2011. His losses have really only come 
to quality opponents, most recently Yair Rodriguez in 2018. 
Jung’s last loss was just two fights prior, but also five years 
prior, as Jung was inactive from 2013-2017 while serving in the 
Korean military. If  there’s anything we learned from Ortega’s 
last fight, and his only career loss, it’s that his chin should hold 
up. He took shot after shot, straight down the pipe from Max 
Holloway and still stood in and traded shots. The fight was 
eventually stopped by the doctor because Ortega’s eye was swollen shut, but he did have his 
moments in that fight, though they were few and far between. That last fight has left a sour taste 
of  Ortega in oddsmakers and the betting public’s mouths,  leading to his underdog listing at 

+160. Ortega is a Renner Gracie black belt 
and arguably the most dangerous grappler in 
the featherweight division. He has a nasty 
guillotine that he has found both standing and 
from his back, and he prides himself  on his 
signature triangle chokes. He has shown 
multiple times, as soon as he has his 
opponents neck, the fight is over. From his 
feet, Ortega likes to feel opponents out early. 
He transitions well between stances and hs 
good footwork. He has strong hooks with both 
hands and tight jabs and straights. He often 
gets too focused on attacking the chin and 
doesn’t work the body often, but his changes 
of  pace include kicks and knees to the 
midsection. He looks to pick up the pressure 
and pace as the fight gets into the end of  the 
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first and beginning of  the second rounds. 
Once he starts applying pressure, he just 
keeps moving forward. He has a inhuman 
chin, and doesn’t mind taking a punch (or 
two, or three) to land his own strikes. He 
was able to get away with this bad 
tendency for a long time, but was exposed 
against Holloway. You simply cannot allow 
elite strikers like Max Holloway, or like 
The Korean Zombie, to find homes for 
their jabs and straights all night. The 
Korean Zombie is best described as a 
brawler, but he’s more than that. He 
stands in the pocket, constantly moves 
forward, and loves to trade shots. He has a 
stiff  jab that he uses to split guards, and 
he’s very smart about working both the 
chin and the body. He has one of  the 
meanest uppercuts in the division, and 
some powerful short hooks. His own chin 
has held up over most of  his career, but he 
has been knocked out with single clean 
shots twice. As a judo black belt and jiu jitsu brown belt, Zombie doesn’t shy away from clinch 
action or grappling. In the past he has used his grappling and clinch ties to slow opponents down, 
but he would be wise not to lock up with T-City.  The ground is where Ortega will have an 
advantage, but the standing fight will be all Zombie. Jung clearly has the speed advantage here 
and, a little less clearly, has the power advantage. I think both fighters are equally intelligent 
strikers, but Zombie’s execution and accuracy are just cleaner and better. Throughout his career, 
Ortega has managed to get through fights taking shots on his chin because they rarely landed 
cleanly. He relies on his head movement and his blocking, but against the only true striking 
technician he has faced, he was exposed and pieced up. That being said, Ortega has faced more 
powerful fighters than Jung, and has walked through the fire to find a win. We think this fight can 
go a number of  ways, but most of  them happen beyond the 2.5 rounds mark. The story on this 
fight is that these guys are both finishers (which they are,) and that something’s gotta give. The 
thing is that they both have unbelievable chins, and have survived punches harder than each 
others for longer periods of  time than 2.5 rounds. The only time Ortega has been finished, it was 
by doctor stoppage while he still clearly had his wits, going into the fifth round of  a championship 
fight. Only once has Jung been finished inside of  2.5 rounds, it was in a three-round fight and it 
was ten years ago in the WEC. We think the only ways Ortega wins this fight is by submission, or 
by decision if  he can roll for most of  the fight, and he hasn’t started hunting for necks until late in 
the 2nd or early in the 3rd round of  any of  his previous fights. He’s going to try to stand and 
swing with The Zombie for a while before he goes for takedowns. If  Zombie is going to find a 
knockout, it won’t be early. It takes a lot of  work on Ortega’s chin to get him to fall down.  
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Legal Disclaimer 

When you purchase this report, you agree that you have read and understand the details of  the 
disclaimer, agree to the disclaimer, and release SCOTO Bets email/website/social media of  any 
and all liability/responsibility for any actions or in-actions. 

You must be at least 21 years old to purchase this report. SCOTO Bets is not liable for any direct, 
indirect, or incidental, consequential, or punitive damages arising from using the advice available 
in this report or its content. 

All advice and consultations are intended to offer an insight into Mixed Martial Arts events and 
meant for entertainment purpose only. This advice does not in any way constitute legal, financial, 
or professional advice. SCOTO Bets will not be liable for any loss resulting from negligence on 
our/your behalf, or for fraudulent misrepresentation. You understand that the use of  this report 
is merely for referencing and entertainment purposes and is not intended to be regarded as 
professional judgment or advice. 

Since references to the future and outcomes are based on potentials, possibilities, and 
probabilities at the time of  the writing based on information available and due to interpretation 
of  past results, you understand that there is no guarantee on the accuracy rate of  a prediction, or 
consultation and it is not fortune-telling, nor does this report or SCOTO Bets imply or infer such. 

Furthermore, SCOTO Bets does not represent that: 

The services will meet your requirements 

The services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure or error free 

Any results obtained from using the services will be accurate, complete or current 

SCOTO Bets or anyone involved with the provision of  these services shall not be liable for any 
damages arising from the inability to use the services or from errors caused by negligence or 
otherwise. We are not liable for delays in providing information or carrying out our obligations 
due to factors beyond our control. When you purchase this report, you agree that you are using 
the service at your own discretion. 
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SPORTS GAMBLING OUTSIDE OF STATE AND FEDERAL APPROVED AND 
SANCTIONED VENDORS AND REGULATIONS IS ILLEGAL 

PURCHASE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION ALL SALES ARE FULL AND FINAL , NO 

REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. 
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